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Students evacuated followin g G rossman fire
Grossman freshman suspended for semester
BY MATT APUZZO
News Editor

The residents of Grossman Residence
Hall were evacuated, Feb. 25, after a fire
started in a third-floor dorm room, causing
minor fire damage and setting off sprinkler
systems on the floor. The building was evacuated and students were relocated to friends'
rooms or to a local hotel for the night.
One of the three residents of the room,
Michael Donohue '02, received burn injuries and was taken by a friend to
MaineGeneral'sThayer Unit.He was treated
and released that evening.
Wednesday, Donohue said he received
a suspension for the remainder of this semester for his part in the fire. He also, said he
Would not receive reimbursement for his
tuition;
'A Waterville Fire Department , investigation into the cause of the fire is
undei^ay^butthej cesultshave npfcyret been
released. Residents confirmed that there
was a candle in the room. They and representatives[of the fire department both credited carelessness as me cause of the fire.
Candles have been prohibited from
dorm rooms since 1997 when,a room in
Small Residence Hall caught fire. The
listed fine in the Student Handbook for
possessing candles is $150.
When a chair,which was taken from the
Grossman lounge, caught fire, Donohue
wokeup sleeping roommate Andrew Hicks
'02. Hicks reported that the two students

attempted to fill a garbage can with water to
douse the flames. However, when they returned from the bathroom,the fire was out of
control.
"By the time I got back into the room
everything was on fire," said Hicks.
Two Waterville fire trucks and a rescue
vehicle arrived atthedorm at3:50 p.m. Shortly
thereafter, the charred remains of the lounge
chair were removed from the building.
"The fire was out when I got here," said
Acting Fire Chief Raymond Poulin. "Thanks
io the sprinklers, the damage was minimal."
The two sprinkler heads that were activated by the fire were both located on
the third floor of the dorm, but emitted
such a large volume of water that the
hallways of the first and second floors
were also soaked.
Inspection of the fire scene showed
a small table in the center of the main
room of the two-room triple that was
slightl y burnt. The futon in the room was
the
also .burnt A small alarm xlc»clc pi*
,.yy
v
^yrf
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"
.
table Had melted.
Associate Dean of Housing Paul E.
Johnston-a^^iAsspeiate Dean of-Residential
Life Ron Hammond held^ meetingat 5 p.m;
that evening for Grossman residents and outlined the College's plans to relocate students
and handle any damages to property.
Expanded Jitney service to a local hotel
provided transportation and lodging for students affected by the fire. Johnston told residents that any clothesor linens soaked by the
sprinklers were being bagged, marked and
taken to a laundromatthat night. People were

Earthquake shakes campus
BY MATT APUZZO
News Editor

An earthquake registering a
3.8 on the Richter scale shook
Colby, Feb. 25, at 10:38 p.m. No
damage was reported following
the state's largest quake in a decade.
The epicenter of the earthquake
was reportedly in Winslow, two
mileseast of Waterville,according to
officials at theMaine GeologicalSurvey offices at the Department of
Conservation in Augusta.
Colby'sDepartment of Geology
maintains two active seismographs.
The pen plotter on the first immediately records a visual image of the
quake. The plotter, howeve r, was
plugged With ink and did not work.
The second seismograp h recorded the data from the quake and
sent it via satellite to the Weston
Geop hysical Labora tory at Boston
College.Westondownbadedthedata
and publishedtheseismictracing that
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Professor of Geology Donald
B. Allen, who was born and raised
in California, was reading at his
home in Oakland at the time of the
quake. He said he knew "instantly"
the source of the shaking.
The last sizable earthquake in
the area occurred Dec. 28, 1988.
The center of that quake, which
registered a 3.9, was in Albion, just
a few miles north of Winslow, Allen
does not see this coincidence as a
cause for alarm or for speculation
that there is a giant fault line running thr ough Winslow.
"We're in a polydeformed terrain and all that means is there's
been a lot of folding and a lot of
molting in the past... The two
mig ht b e connec t ed a n d t hey
might not," he said.
Allen also said that residents
don't need to worry that the
Waterville area will see an increase in sizable earth quakes. At
least ndt any time soon.
"In geological time maybe, but
it doesn't seem to be t ime to pack
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Students watch as f iref ighterspr epare to run electrical uires into Grossman.
Dean ot btudents Janice Kassman waited
on call' and working through the night,
he said, to ensure students' property would until Tuesday to pass down disciplinary action.in order to itemize the damages.
be cleaned.
No damage to individual computers or
"I'm trying to gather all the bills," said
stereo equipment has been reported yet,and Kassman,Monday. Tin waiting to see what
most students found their rooms in good we've got... There'sgoing to be a lot of bills."
shape when they returned Friday morning. See GROSSMAN, continued on page 3
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Black Cr owes Ticket s $15

On Sale Now at the Student Activities Office
Concert will be on March 12th
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Saturday March 6
Women 's Indoor Track at ECAC Championships
Men 's Indoor Track at ECAC Championships
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Feminist Fortni ght brin gs womens ' issues to
li ght on campus
As part of the Feminist Fortnig ht, Innana , an all-women 's
Maine drumming group will perform on Friday at 8 p.m. in Given
Auditorium. A discussion on the intersection of race and gender
will take place on Monday at 7 p.m. in the Pugh Center. Midwife
Kimberl y Kerr y will lead a discussion at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the
Pugh Center.

Wome n 's Studies Collo quia to focus on
19th Centu ry photo graphy
Andrea Volpe, visiting instructor in history, will be lecturing
at 4:30 today in the Witney Room of Roberts Union as part of the
Women 's Studies Colloquia. Her subject is "Cartes de Visit Portrait Photograp hs and the Culture of Exchange in the 19th Century
United States. "

Music class premieres film
Assistant Professor of Music Stephen Nuss' fall semester class
of "Musi c and the Visual Image " will present their film and
restoring of scenes of classic movies from the past 40 years. The
showing will be at 7 p.m. today in Given Auditorium.

echo@colby.edu

Local News \
McDonald 's to move

Facult y denied dent al covera ge

annually.
Many other colleges have dental plans for their
Contributin g Writ er
eligible faculty and staff members,including Bowdoin
College in Brunswick.
Although many members of the Colby faculty
The determination of whether a college will inhave been requesting it for years, Colby's healthcare clude a faculty dental plan is usually made when the
program continues to be without a dental plan. The school's budget is allocated. In the past, the Advisory
College argues that a dental plan would be too drain- Committee of Faculty Personnel Policy and the Fiing on their budget, but faculty members contest that nancial Priorities Committee have looked at comthe full cost of dentistry
pensation packages for dental plans, but have come to
is too expensive for their
the conclusion that there are
own personal budgets.
no funds to allocate the dolUnder
Colb y 's
My
checks
don't
pass
lars needed for such a cause.
policy, faculty members
go, they go directly
Many professors on
are provided with
campus are asking for a ruhealth, life and disabilto the dentist.
dimentary dental plan. One
ity insurance. A dental
Charles
Bassett
a
m
of
the most vocal advocates
plan has never been infor a faculty dental plan is
cluded in the package
Colby's Lee Family Profesdue to strains in the colsor of English and American Studies, Charles Bassett.
lege budget.
"My checks don't pass go, they go directly to the
According to Director of Personnel Services Doug
Terp, the College cannot afford to include a faculty dentist," said Bassett.
Bassett has been fighting for 20 years with what he
dental plan in its budget because there is no room for
this type of spending with the current allotment of describes as "monotonous regularity" for a College
funds. He also said that Colby 's top priority in the dental plan. This is a consistent struggle for Bassett, as
well as many other faculty members who believe that
allocation of college funds is salaries.
"The focus of the College has always been to try dental coverage from Colby would significantl y lift
to make sure that we can continue to afford the the burden of extensive dentist bills.
"They say 'It's expensive.' I say 'How expensive?'
benefits that we do have," said Terp.
A faculty dental plan is not a top priority when They say 'too expensive.' It's a never ending battle/'
trying to logicall y designate funds to various needs said Bassett.
The future of a faculty dental plan depends on
of the campus. Terp estimates that a dental plan
would cost the College between $140 and $150 a year whether the trustees and the administration believe
per faculty member. This would be on the low end of they can allocate funds without taking away from the
the dental plan spectrum, with added coverage rais- other components of health protection. For the time
ing prices dramatically. With 157 faculty members, being, however, the faculty will have to keep writing
this base price translates to approximately $23,000 their own checks for getting their teeth fixed.Q

BY BECKY MUNSTERER
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The Waterville City Planning Board approved plans Monday iox a new M^^iMlfe
at the current T-N-T Construction site at the corner of Washingtonstreet
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The restaurant will seat 74 people and will re place the McDonald's at 2 JFK.$#att, ,
! ";There are currently two McDonald's restaura nts/ two Burgei'H§'s, one Wendy's,
b1heKentu^|y^iied Chicken and a handful of pizza restaurantsalready in theWatepdlle
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departmen t, and I t ook full
responsibli t y for it/' said Donohue. "I'm kind
of agit at ed t hat Pm kind of being held t o t he
t he fire

punishmen t of a liar that tried to get away
with something/'
Donohue said he will work t o reimburse his
parents fo r the lost tuit ion money and regretted
the problems caused by the fire.
"It's a mess ri ght now , it' s a terrible situation ,"
he said.Q
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GROSSMAN
, continued f rom p age 1
"This wasn 't a minor event/' she said. "It was
a careless act that came with some serious consequences. "
Donohue agreed , but t hough t the punishmen t
was harsh considering the situation.
"Overall , this was a mis t ake and It ried t o clear
it up and make it easy for everyone... at least
suspend me for nex t semester so Idon 't get tuition
taken away /' he said.
"I was completely honest with the police,

Am ^- WFdiil^^^ k
a^a^aB 'X&i3n^mm ^mm\.
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Natural Light
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now $9^
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Wood pecker
Cider

was $27"now $14w«
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suitcases

24 oz.cans

" en Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.. Thurs. until
10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. until midnight
We now have the largest selec t ion of domes t ic and
impor t beers in Cent ral Maine
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52 Front St., Waterville , ME

ISRAEL, continued f r o m page 1
Student Government Association. Cultural Chair Walter Wang
said, "We are delighted to have
him. here. Getting Rabinovich,
after Lech Walesa 's speech earlier this year , shows Colby's
commitment to supplementing
classroom learning with
speeches by major- international dignitaries."
"It was just a matter of fortunate
timing; we contacted his agent and
oUi schedules corresponded well,"
said Wang.
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky, Jewish chaplih, called the speech "well
reasoned, very thorough and full of
hope."
"Colby was lucky to have a person of experience in Rabinovich,
who was able to draw upon his own
experiences in speaking to us/' he
said.
Colby President William R. Cotter also shared his feelings aboutthe
speech.
"Not only has he lived through
all of this, du ring a crucial ti me in
the American/Israeli relationship,
a time of great solidarity and of
great progress," said Cotter. "His
historian's ability to speak for over
an hour and give you the whole
history of the Arab/Israeli conflict
from 1948 to today, was very im-

feci ilty scheduled to
fu rther discuss Jan Plan
* BY BETSY
LOTO
Asst. News Editor

Colby's faculty is scheduled to discuss J anPlan in a more indepth manner at its March 10 meeting. Chery l Townsend Gilkes,
J ohn D. MacArthur associate professor of sociology and AfiricanAmerican Studies, made a motion at the Feb. 10 meeting to "reevaluate J anPlan with the possibility of abolishing or modifying." All faculty motions must hold over for a month before they
can be voted upon.
"I don't know where this discussion is going to go/' said
Dean of the Faculty Ed Yeteriait.
Gilkes agreed , saying, "I know the faculty will talk about it
and from there , one can't predict a thing."
Gilkes said that J anPlan is "nearl y 40 years old and a lot of
things happen during J anPlan that are very different from one
; t
another. "
Yeterian said the only central theme connecting J anPlan
opportunities is "pursuing one activity, in-depth , for four
weeks. He said that
part of the question that
the faculty is current ly
faced with is whether
It' s not unusual for
Echo photo by Wes Baft
programs
J anPlan
Itama -r Rabinovich speaks to Colby students.
facult y to questio n a
should be more interpart of the
connected.
pressive."
broke out on the«border of Israel
JanPlan was founded
But even as Rabinovich of- and Lebanon, a reminder of the
cur riculum.
as the first of its kind in
fered a positive view of the fu- severity of the conflict in the
- Ed Yeterian , dean of
the nation in 1962, to alture in the Middle East, fi ghting Middle East that is still preseniQ
the faculty |
| low students the possibility to "pursue a single ac>^ • •i^.-ed^re ^jBffl^*^^
tivity in-depth Without
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having to do other acai.t^
demic activities at the same time," according to Yeterian.
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.. . ¦ : He said that the two major changes since its inception have
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^effpiffi*f^
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^
been requiring first-year students to take courses, and not have
me ability to do independent studyprojects ,andallowing courses
to count for academic credit and not just J anPlan credit JanPlan
1999 offered five-credit courses for the first time, in languages
* including Japanese and Russian.
Yeterian does not find it problematic that the facult y wants to
review the purpose of JanPlan.
"I think that we look at the whole curriculum all the time,
including JanPlan. ... This is nothing strange. Ifs not unusual for
faculty to question a part of the cumculum."
Yeterian expects a "detailed , in-depth discussion " from the
faculty and "inevitabl y, if/11go to a committee or a task force , if
that happens to be the consensus of the faculty."
Russell Johnson, assistant professor of biology and faculty
representative for Presidents ' Council, asked hall presidents to
¦
¦ question their constituents about the issue at their Feb. 18 meet¦
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ColbyCar d wond ers exp lained

deterrnine, "what are other people telephones, buses and airport to allow secure access.One suggested was the previous action, the disdoing...We didn't want to reinvent passes.
use of this feature wouldbe to allow patcher can now immediately noAsst. News Editor
the wheel," he said,v
"The U.S. is the last part of the students access to their financial ac- tify the fire department, saving five
The Collegefina% decided to be Worldcoirungintothistechnology/' counts. Students could eventhen pay minutes of response time.
DidyouknowthattheCoIb
for library or parking fines usingtheir
mdudingtheupdatedmealplan,
yCard the first in die nationto combinetwo said Rivera.
Inside the smart chip are differ- fustparse.Anotteuseofmisprogram the remaining costs have been just
isac*ua%thecrdy cardofitskindtobe major new pieces of technology,the
used in the country? It combinestwo proximity coil and the smart chip. ent areas for loading formation. wouldbe to allowmore securitywith over $100,000. Colby spent $30,000
on the cost of the cards for students
new technologies,a computer "smart Becauseof its decision, Colby isbegin- Four purses areused to store money dass registrationon-line.
and faculty. The cards run about
chip"andaproxirnitycoiL
Becausethe ningtoget''nationalligKt,"withmaga- put on the card. Colby is currently
$12
each, plus the costs of printing
card has so muchflexibility,futureop- zine articlesand advertisementsfea- only using the first purse, which
The ColbyCard and Dining
and overlaying. The printer is a
tionsfor use of theCblbyCaid
turing the ColbyCard, allows the user to store money for Services
seem endless.
copying; laundry and purchasing
said Rivera.
D
' ining Servicesis also taking $10,000 machine, which uses three
tChip
¦
M
&
The current serRather than items at the Spa. The first purse can advantage of the introduction of expensive print ribbons. A replacepurchasing
j
^^^
vices of the
a hold up to $100, but Rivera said, "I , technology on the ColbyCard.. The ment card*costs $25 because of the
l»a^KE^^^^^
ColbyCard incard as a would encourage people not to put dining plan used to run off of a 5- printing and reprogramming costs.
l^ggj^^^^HL
clude library
that much on" and suggested that digit number on the frontof the card,
checkout, dining
More serv ice s for the
butbegancompletelynmningoffofthe
hall access, dornew dining plan stripe on theback of ColbyCard?
,
mitory access
the card three weeksago.
The future of services for the
copy machine
DirectorofDiningServicesLloyd ColbyCard willbe a combination of
use and laundry
Comeau said, "The top stripe is "what do students want and what
machineusein 11
much more secure. I can't use your can we afford," said Rivera.
laundry rooms.
"We can become a cash-less sonumber to get in."
During
spring
Comeau characterized the new ciety," said Associate Dean of Stubreak,theremainder of
system as being "much more effec- dents for Housing Paul Johnston.
laundryroomswillbeuptive." Colby is one of 10 schools in "It's a flexible enough card that you
dated, the copy machines
the country that rims off of the Win- can use it for so many more uses."
will switch from using
In addition to possibly adding
dows NT system.
the vendastripe to the
"As the program develops over bookstore and vending machine
smart chip, and a card
the future, it'll probably be more privileges,the College is discussing
reader will be installed
flexible rather than less," said wiring outside doors to academic
in the Spa.
Comeau. It will allow off-campus and administrative buildings and
Other planned upstudents and residents of the inner doors to labs.
dates to ColbyCard uses inMaryLow Co-op and the Senior
"Thereisn'ta college in thecounclude allowing users to purchase
Apartments the option of purchas- try that ever wired dorm room
items from the bookstore and from
ing a 200-meal plart ,for the year.
doors," said Rivera, due to the high
vending machines using the smart
dining
program
cost and maintenance.
The updated
Colb
decided
to
use
the
best
students
have
"no
more
than
-most
age,
y
was "planned and researched sepa- ;vi >, There are a multitude of services
companies for their par^cular ap- about $20 on." y .: )y .'y 4&M ' rately (from the ColbyCard). The that Colby is currently not looking
~*>yy,--•^ss, . y&y . *y:« - j . .,
- ?' ¦'.- .
, .
. , 1 :*•
fe °
.
What does everythingon the plications^'^it^i^^m^vdAtfferent ti "It's kind^ike^^s^iJ^lle^f|faning
with the card just happened
vh at, butrarerbeinssusedat other cammanufa<rturej :s> have produced the ¦purse," he said. In that same way, to be correct," said Comeau. The pusesJC^^istheGPMphone,which
card do?
Looking tat the ColbyCard can , caird: the security yendpr ^ HID In- dthough, any individual w^Ilpdsa dining services^,team, then joined is a cell ptjone program offered- at
be quite confusing because it has so corporated,who produced the prox- card can use the first purse ivimout forces with the team already work- FloridaStateUniversity. The phone
imity coil; the card ^ith the smart a pin. Having to use a pin would be ing on the installation of the is "dumb," according to Rivera, unmany combined technologies.
, "It has just about every technol- chip, a French company called .fmo|eofan inconvenience"because ColbyCard.
til the card is inserted into
GemPlus;
and
Debitek,
a
company
thpr>Vionp.T,r>Ti«?distar.re
\
ogy in existence working on it/' said
information is proRuben Rivera, Colby's controller, that allowed laundry and copy maDining Plan
chines
to
be
incorporated.
grammed into the smart
and researcher for, the ColbyCard.
Barcode \
system
is
the
integraCybermark's
chip, so one user could
On the front right side of the
^
use AT&T and the next
card is an identification photo, the tor,whiehputs all of the company's
expertise
together
for
Colby.
could use Sprint. Also,
owner's name, identification numIt
is
"It
really
is
fairly
high-tech.
the cost of the phone call
ber and whether or not the owner is
would automatically be
Library Services.
a student or staff. On the left side is the best solution in terms of what
taken from the purse.
the oval gold-colored smart chip, Colby needed," said Rivera.
Florida State also has
the dining hall number, and a dinThe
proximity
coil
a
service
thatallowsacard
ingJialL stripe, which is no longer
Old Vendastripe
The proximitycoil is usedto gain
to be inserted into a
uSrolmflisn't beingprinted on new
access
into
dormitories.
Rather
than
payphone. The user can
ColbyCards.Embedded in the card
f
i
r
s
t
,
havingtoswipeacardthroug^areader
then access a bank acis the proximitycoil. On the top of
purs
e
i
s
nearthereader.
count through the phone
the back of the card axe the new thecardjustneedstobe
used
so
often,
Rivera
said
thattte
proximity
system
is
lines and electronically
dining plan barcode and informaaccording
to
ncKjrcosivenientto
use
and
the
readers
add
money
on to the chip.
,
ion about calling card services "a
t
Rivera.
If
a
card
is
lost,
t
h
e
money
i
n
peoplepourbeer
Rivera assuresthat "if s not like
little advertisement for Adserv," Mkssoftenbecause
Costs involved in the
the
first
purse
cannot
be
returned
to
,whkhthm
freeze.
we'd ever get there,"becauseof the
said Joseph Poole,assistant director orwaterintotheslots
ColbyCard
the
user.
(^KlsusingpK»dmitycoilsusedto
oi Securityand Rivera's partner in
Colby has spent almost a million "huge cos?' involved.
The
t
hr
e
e
other
purses
have
the
Morelikely servicescould include
the installation of the cards on cam- be more than half an inch thick, but
dollars on the ColbyCard system
ability
to
be
pin-protected.
The
book,
comab
out
t
hree
and
a
half
yearsago
pus. Underneath axe the library serity system aspect theabtiityfor moneyin thechip purses
thus far. The secur
store
may
make
use
of
one
of
these
i
nner
pan
i
es
were
a
b
le
to
pro
d
uce
t
h
vices barcode and the vendastripe,
of the card has beenthe most expen- to be spent off-campus, at placessuch
,
purses
i
n
the
fu
t
ure
so
users
can
cards.
which is alsobeing phased out.
sive "by huge amounts,"according asBig G's or Pizza Hut.A card reader
load
more
money
onto
their
card
"We happened to walk into the
to Rivera. Because if s an on-line wouldneedtobeinstalledatthe stores,
If
a
card
is
lost,
safe
ly.
money
in
pinmarket
at
that
lime
when
it
was
ive audiHow did the ColbyCard get
system, which means that it trans- but they wouldhave a "capt
protected
purses
can
be
reinstated.
switching over," said Rivera.
mits informationtoand fromamain ence," saidRivera.Anotherpossibility
to Colby?
Other
areas
that
are
standard
for
When the prox im it y coil is
database,theCollegeneededtowire would allow users to pay for concert
The process of bringing the
t
hec
a
r
db
u
t
notcurrentlybe
i
nguse
d
,
sw
i
ped
i
n
front
of
a
rea
d
er
the
all main entrances to dormitories. ticketsor otherentrancefeesatStudent
ColbyCards to campus began apare the loyalty area and PhaseOne of the program wired 11 Activities with theirsmart chip purse.
Colby
by
rea
d
er
sends
a
s
i
gnal
to
a
d
ata
b
ase
proximately two years ago. Presikeys. The loyalty area dormitories last spring, costing Wveradoesn
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dents'Council broughtup theissue in the Security Office tp determine the Internet
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whether
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not
the
individual
can
of security because a flasher had
grocery and drug stores to track the dormitories on-line last sum- , A committee of students and
been seen multiple times on cam- gain access to the dormitory;
what customers purchase and to mer cost an additional $400,000.
staff are meetingevery few weeks
pus. Arnold Yasinski, administraoffer
incentive
programs.
The smart chip
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is an updated Are alarm and fire be made to the ColbyCard system.
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sensiat card systems that would be ap- kilobytecomputerchip withif sown
j sprinkler system, costing $200,000. , Poole said that the students will be
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propriate for Colby. Rivera then centralprocessing unit.It "can actucated
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a
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; rectly from the alarm to the dis- offered;Rivera agreed,saying "Th'js
wrote an analysis that looked into
level of authentication, so users 1 patcherintheSecuriryOffice,Rather is the technologywe'reoffering,but
thepros and consof differentcards, doesthinking,"accordingtoRivera.
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Experiencing India: camel rides and beautification
BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

We were on our way to India, but it
didn't feel like it. Fog in Delhi left us with
a 16-hour layover in Frankfurt and John
Doyle '99, Wilson Owens '99 and I decided that the perfect way to spend 16
hours would be to rent a car and drive
around Germany a bit. Looking back, I
realize that maybe it wasn't too smart to
be flogging a rented Volkswagen Golf
down the Autobahn at 190 km/h after
having been awake for 30 hours. Well, it
beat sitting in the Leonardo DaVinci
lounge at the airport drinking overpriced
Henninger Lager.
Everyone I talked to who'd been to
India told me that I was going to experience culture shock as soon as I
stepped out of the airport. They were
ri ght. People not flying anywhere are
not allowed into the airport, and this
means that immediately upon stepping
outside we were confronted with what
looked like 1000 people pressed up
against a fence. These are the folks
waiting to meet the arrivals. Luckily
Krishan Jhalani '99, weaseled into the
airport and found us, and soon armed
soldiers were ushering us through the
mob to the parking lot.
On the ride home 1 got my first exposure to Indian driving, with much more to
come over the course of the month. Driv-

ily for us, over the course of the trip we
consistently had drivers who were using
The Force. This was fortunate, given that
on Indian roads there is only one rule to
live by (literall y): small vehicles yield to
big vehicles. So when an enormous' overloaded Tata truck would come around the
corner in our lane (and yes, this even
happened on divided highways) our drivers would always very courteously yield,
thus sparing our lives.
We definitely witnessed the entire
spectrum of life in India, from poverty to
privilege. The first day we arrived we
played golf at the Delhi Golf Club, and I
found my game to improve tremendously
when there was a guy running ahead and
strategically "helping" my shot to land
just where I wanted it. And when I blasted
my ball into the jungle bordering the fairway, that guy would go find it. I've decided that we need some sort of a system
like this in the U.S.
Also on that first day I noticed that I
was wearing a tee-shirt and everyone else
was wearing sweaters and winter jackets
and huddling around fires shivering.
Apparently this is what happens whenever the temperature drops below 80 degrees.
The next day we rode in bicycle rickshaws through Old Delhi, which is about
as far as one can get from the quiet serenity of eating chicken tikkas at the golf
club. There were people everywhere. The
streets were more crowded than Toys 'R

In India you don *t have to be 18 to get a camel.
ing (or in my case, riding) in India was an
exhilarating experience, all the more
so because even brand-new cars lack
seat belts in the back. Which is probably a moot point, because judging
f rom t he acc id ents we saw , wea r i ng a
seatbelt in India would be akin to putti n g on a d a b of Coppertone t o protec t
yourse lf f rom a nu clear exp losion. Luck-

Grand

Photo courtesy of Ezra Dyer

Us on December 24, and I wonder how we
didn't run someone over every five seconds. Maybe we did. I was too busy checking out the sighs lining the streets, one of
that advertised a doctor who is supposed
t o ma ke p eop le taller. I saw cows and
lepers and dirt and smelled goo d f ood
cooking. Old Delhi deserves an article in
itself, but suffice it to say that we were

j|
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A cow stakes out a Jaisalm er Internet provider.
immersed in Old Delhi for one hour, and constant threat. I also didn't improve
when we emerged we were seasoned trav- my comfort any by jumping around in
elers. Nothing else in India could frighten the dunes and getting sand down my
or shock us, so we thought. It was trial by pants. Take it from me, sand down the
fire for the Colby kids.
pants and camel rides do not mix.
I was shocked the very next day,
I liked riding elephants much betbut it was culture shock of a different ter. Elephants seat four in comfort, they
kind. Krishan took us to get beauti- don't gallop, and they don't smell bad
fied, and I am not used to having a unless you 're behind one. We rode elteam of people swarm around me ephants in Corbett Park (an enormous
plucking, cutting, washing and prod- game reserved and'Were able to get
ding various parts of my body in an within about 50 yards of a herd of wild
attempt to beautif y me. I was particu- elephants grazing in the grass. They
larl y wary of the "head massage," trumpeted at us, elephantese for "get
which involved a guy alternately the hell out of here and take those
smacking and scrubbing my head. I people on your back with you.'' We
wrote in my journal, "back home this looked for one of the 94 tigers that live
would be called a 'noogie.'" Also, the in Corbett, but alas they evaded us.
First Annual Ezra Dyer Worst Job In Still, our guides assured us that we
The World Award goes to the woman were hot on the trail of the elusive
assigned to squeeze blackheads out of tigers. They'd point to a petrified piece
my nose. Ah, the lengths one has to go of tiger poop and say something like
to get beautiful.
"tiger was here five minutes ago. "
We also traveled quite extensively
I saw my favorite sign in Corbett,
within India. In Western Rajastan warning that "The Ramganga River is
(near the Pakistan border, we were inhabited by crocodiles. Swimming is
told) we went on a camel safari in the prohibited. Survivors will be ^fiosdesert. Our camels were driven by ecuted."
little kids who delighted in flogging
There was much more to India than
them into a gallop. Whenever they did I can get into here. We went to the
this I was reminded of an old Loony Himalayas. We happened in on the
Tunes episode in which Yosemite Sam Maharaja 's birthday party at his palrode a camel and bounced up and ace in Jodhpur. We went to the Taj
down on the saddle so violently that Mahal. We squeezed a lot of India into
little stars emerged around his butt a mon t h , for which I thank the Jhalanis,
every time he hit. That' s what I looked wi thou t whom we m igh t h a ve never
like. And it didn 't help matters that strayed farther than a day's walk from
my camel was older than the others, t he D el h i McDonal d ' s (where I recomwhi ch I shrew d l y intuited from the fact men d you t ry the McBurg er , which inthat she fell down a lot. This I was not cludes "no b eef products.") My advice:
psyched about, b e cause whenever it go to India, but avoid travelling long
happened I got pitched forward on the distances via galloping camel if .you
sa ddl e i n such a wa y tha t i mpalement can hel p it, an d oh yeah , don 't drink
on the l ittl e kno b i n f r ont of me wa s a the wa ter.Q
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food and
think of it
Contributin g Wr jtei£ £
asameans
of "fuelDr..Nancy Clark„ directpr.of nu- ing and retrition services at Sports Medicine fueling."
Clinic in Brookline, Mass.^deliv- She exered "Beyond Bagels: Basic' Nutri- p l a i n e d
tion and More" for a Colby audi- that this is
particuence on Feb. 24.
Dr. Clark, an internationally larly imknown sports nutritionist, has p o r t a n t
toured colleges nationwide speak- for college
ing about sport nutrition, general athletes.
S h e
body wellness and importantissues
of college life and health, including f u r t h e r
the management of eating disor- discussed
ders. An author of several books the probsuch as "Sports Nutrition Guide- lems acbook" and "New York City Mara- c o m p a thon Cookbook/' Dr. Clark has nied with
hiked across the country, run sev- a person
eral marathons and has gained re- not getspect in her field as a leading figure t i n,. 'g
in sports nutrition. She has helped e n o u g h
dozens of people in the Boston area e n e r g y
with her reliable tips on living a fromfood.
Echo p hoto by Manueal Kraemer
One of the Dr.Nancy Clark extolls the virtues of greens.
healthier life.
Speaking about the general con- m a i n
cerns of college life and health, Dr. s y m p Clark opened the presentation with tomsofhungie^accOrdingtoEhrlClarlc, taken in a day, Could actually preher philosophy "food is one of life's is a need for sweets. When a person vent these types of symptoms.It is a
pleasures."Dr. Clark posed several goesthTOughp^cx3sofsweetcravings, misnomer, she said, that cutting fat
questions to the audience to get an this is usually a result of not eating or fatty foods in one's diet will give
a better physique.
idea of the issues in which Colby enough.
"In order to have a healthy phyDr. Clark also mentioned the
students were interested. She spoke
candidly about the difficulties of symptoms of cutting out essential sique, it is best for people to have
living on a college campus and sug- food in one's diet. She noted her variety in their diet" Dr. Clark said.
Variety can be achieved in sevconcern that
gested some bamany young eral Ways; Dr. Clark recommended
sic tips; to prestudents in col- that all people try to eat every four
vent fatigue and '' '
lege were con- hours, to ensure that the proper
remain healthy.
In order to have a
cerned about number of calories is distributed
"Living on a
"
,
,
it.
,
physique
Jteialthy
weight' - 'and throughoutmeday.OneSnould als^
college carhpds> ' I
you have limis best for people to were cutting try to eat as many richlfoods as
out
certain possible. Eating vegeta] |||pfoods
ited options ., have variet y in their
kinds of food rich in essential vitamins arid nutriwhat toeat," she
diet.
from their diet. ents, such as protein, calcium and
said.
"Th i s
"D e p r e s - vitamins A> B iand C, fuel the body.
makes it very
•Dr. Clark mm
Dr. Clark ended her lecture by
sion is often athard to eat
tributed to a giving advice to student athletes.
right."
lack
of fat in the
"Eat powerhouses of carboh yOne of the
key issues Dr. Clark addressed was diet,"said Dr; Clark. She suggested drates to increase athletic perforhow college students can eat a well- meal patterning, a method in which mance," she said. ""Foods such as
balanced diet. She suggested that eating three meals a day and count- vegetables, fruits, and juices high in
students educate themselves about ing tlie proper number of calories carbos do fuel your muscles."Q
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44 years ago ...

'* Apparently first-year Col by students had a lot to \ • ~ ~\
' ' worry about when they arriv ed on campus - over 30 * - - "
years ago. According to an Echo in 1955 , freshman
are warned that "many may get marrie d ... ROTC
gets ahold of the boys . . . freshmen girls learn that
upperc lassmen have cars . . . sophomores forget to
bring towelsJ' Luckily, Colby has changed a little
bit since those days . Only 211male first-years were
!* ;
accepted thai year out of the 780 students who '¦
applied and only 156 women were accepted out of
'
the 585 who applied. Enrolled stude nts came fro m
20 states plus Thailand , Switzerland , Hong Kong,
Korea and the Virgin Islands. The first-years were
exc it ed to be here , and th e Ech o repo rt ed th a t "th e
freshman class Showeda great deal of unity in its
enthusiastic reaction to ha zing."

23 years ago ...

The f o t eof the Echo was in jepordy in spring of
1976. According to the paper , "th e decision of d
whether to revitalize the paper by means of salaries
f o r the technical staff will be determined. " The re
was the general feeling that without approp r iating
money f o r salaries f o r the cre w the paper would
indeed die . Student leaders of WHMB were incensed
at the idea that students were being p aid and
demanded their own salary increases . Qne Stu-A
member Matted WHMB' s tactics "bl a ckma il."
Without j mf onetary incentives, however, th e Echo ' s
"menial t&sks" were not getting done. According to
th e Echo, *the dilemma "has disrupted some of the
internal vworkings of the Echo , WMHB and StuA."
Luckily, f' he iss ue was resolved and Colby's beloved
paper waWresurrected from near-death *

10 ysaj $ ago ...

in 1989 Accordin
when thegradio stat ion
WH^^^^ &k^^ tand
Director.
to the Echo ,
. firei ^^^ r, ^^ -ts
the <^^ ft S,jfired for not maintainin g uas , ,
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{- "0$me after comp lain ts f tp m'the comnt-t
*^^^^^^^^^ m^,
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The Colb y Card

In only a few months, Colby's new one card system has already faced
some difficult challenges. Members of the Colby Community have questioned the need for the extra security that the cards provide, the types of
serricesanrcntiypfferedandmoserum
the lingering questions and initial growing pains with the new system, it
seems like tihe program is finally gettingon the right track
It is never easy to convert to a new technological standard. The
Colby Card conversion is just another example of the inherent problems of changing the way that our 2000+ member community conducts our affairs. The most troublesome complaints about the cards
thus far have come from owners of dysfunctional cards who were
unable to have their questions answered promptly.
Todate,Con?yhasputoner3eisanindiargeofoverseeingtheColb
y Card
system.Over time, one full time staff person should suffice. In tihe coming
weeks the Collegewill hire student workers to process some of the nonconfidential data involved in the new functions of the cards.A new phone
number to use for all Colby Card concerns should be coming soon.
Over tihe past few months, complaints arising from problems in the
implementationproo2Sshavemount^ butarenow on thedecline.As new
services are considered, weneedto keep asking students what they want
from the newcards, lh the short term, we needto designatesome space as
a Colby Card office. With one distinct spot wherecardholders could go to
havetheir problemsfixed, thenumber of misunderstandings that resultin
students shut out of the dining halls or dormitories should decrease
significantly.
The College is promoting the Colby Card as a student service, and not
part of security.Colby needsto put the serviceinto tihe Colby Card. As the
past few months show, when the card's overseer remains hidden within
another department, problemsgo unresolved and the Colby community
suffer
e.DininghaUcheckeiShave
beyond their,or even dining services', control.
Before throwing more money at the system to add new functions,
the College needs to make its commitment to the program known by
fitting the Colby Card into a logical place both in the college's
organizational structure and on the campus map.Q

Thank you PPD , Deans
Colby students tend to be extremely vocal when it comes to
something we feel is wrong. However, last week's fire in Grossman
provides us with an opportunity to praise people whom we are
usually quick to criticize.
The people in the Dean's Office, Physical Plant and Security did a
fantastic job following the fire. Within an hour of the time the fire
started, two members of the Grossman cleaning staff were on hand
with high-powered vacuums to start getting rid of the water.
An hour and a half after the fire, Associate Dean of Students in
charge of housing Paul Johnston and Associate Dean of Students in
charge of residential life Ronald Hammond had a plan for relocating
38 students and taking care of their possessions.
A drycleaner worked through tlienight to ensure that students' clothes
werenotdamagedby thewaterfrom the spiinklers. Expanded Jitney service
got students to a hotel and back.
Less than eighteen horns after tlie fire, students were back in Grossman
and most reported that their rooms were in excellent condition.
Even the third-floor room in which a sprinkler head went off was
in good condition Friday morning.
Colby doesn't have to deal with fires too frequently. But it had to
last week and the administration didn't blink. It's good to know that
there are people read y and willing to work overtime — indeed
through ought the night — to make sure that our lives our inconvenienced as little as possible. We should enjoy it, because once we leave
Mayflower Hill, we'll never have that luxury again.Q
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Guest meal passes wort h SGA dollars

In last week's Echo, there was an
editorial in protest of the forthcoming "guest meal pass" program at
Colby. As the person behind the
idea, I felt it necessary to come to its
defense,and give a few reasons why
it is worth SGA's money.
When the program begins,hopefull y in a couple weeks, it will give
every Colby student on the meal
plan five free meal passes per semester to give to their visiting
friends and family. The main argument against this, it seems, is that it
will take some funding away from
Colby clubs. While this is true, I
believe it is a sacrifice worth making. The best part about this meal
passprogram is that it benefits practically everyone on campus. While
student clubs are an important asset
to campus life, I doubt the same

thing could be said regarding (nothing personal guys) the Quilting
Club.
The editorial stated that clubs
might lose their budget increases to
pay for a "non-Colby student's
meal." That is not entirely true. Students are free to use their guest
passes for their friends living offcampus as well (aka-other Colby
students). The editorial stated it
wasn't fair that Colby professors
have to pay for meals, while our
visiting friends can now eat for free.
One must remember though, we
already have the "Take a Prof, to
Lunch" program, plus professors
aren't payingbucketloads of money
to be here. A final strike against the
editorial's argument lies in its assumption that all Colby students
have "rich uncles,"who love to take

us to "The Last Unicorn" on their
"VISAs" while visiting. Obviously,
that is a gross generalization.
With this guest meal program
finally in place, we will no longer
have to tell our friends to bring an
extra $40 for food during a weekend
visit, Additionally,most every other
Colby-type school has a similar meal
pass deal (forgive me Prof. Cohen, I
know this is a 'tu quoque' fallacy),
so why can't we? Knowing we can
nowreciprocate,Colby students will
no longer have to feel guilty taking
our friends' meal passes at their respective schools. In response to the
passage of this long overdue, practical legislation,I think we all owe a
big "thankyou"to Presidents'Council.
Devin Beliveau '01

In support of the administ ration
I would like to take this opportunity to admit that I don't necessarily
know what'sbest for me. There are
other people, perhaps even faculty
and staff here at Colby, who know
more than I do. I accept that.
I also accept the ColbyCard as a
change for the better. I recognize
that there have been some problems
with the transition,but I also understand this is completely normal. The
benefits of a single card that can be
used as a college ID as well as with
copy machines, laundry machines,
dining services, and getting into
dorms tremendously outweighs the
childish complaints of a few reluctant students who don't fully understand the concept of "change"

and how changecan be a good thing.
Despite some persistent rumors to the contrary, I believe
there are some (even if not all)
intelligent people in the administration of this school. On a
purely academic level, most of
the faculty and staff here have a
clear advantage over nearly all
of the students in that they have
college degrees; many even have
higher degrees than a mere
bachelor's degree, which no student
here at Colby has. Why, even the
Presidents' Council, which for reasons I don't understand is considered a powerful administrative
force, is made up of students with
little better than a high school de-

gree and most likely no real world
experience.
Why then do so many students
feel the need to assume Colby is run
by poorly trained chimpanzees and
innovations such as the ColbyCard
are ludicrous, since they caused a
few inconveniences in what is otherwise the life of luxury we lead?
Did the ColbyCard set fire to
Grossman? Is it the administration
who has been unable to responsibly
handle alcohol, thereby necessitating increased restrictions? Or is it
the students, who perhaps should
take their egos down a notch or two
and show a little respect?
Jeff Calareso '01

Nudity, bestiality, and adolescenc e
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL
Staff Writer
It is time to address the homoerotic nature of the Abercrombie
and Fitch catalogue. Leafing
through page after page of highl y
over-priced, not very attractive merchandise, it is impossible not to nolice the scantily clad, beautifu l male
bodies grabbing at each other, giving each other piggy-back rides and
generall y frolicking. This should not
disturb the open-minded , and so far
it hasn't.
But Abercrombic's perversity
does not stop at showing male-onmale affection. Is it just me or have
dogs played a more prominent role
in these catalogues as of late? In the
Abercrombie and Fitch Winter
Quarterl y, a male model is seen
mounting a golden retriever. In the;
same company 's Summer Quarterl y, another model is seen gazing
lov i ng ly into the eyesof his pet dog.
While loving one's pets is natu ra l,
the degree to which A&F extends
this bestial devotion is worrisome.
Yet another example of
Abercrom bi c's st rang e fascin at i on
with bestial love is the fold-out pic-

ture in the back of the Winter Quar- a Maplethorpe exhibit. Despite this
terly of a woman riding an elephant, over-reliance on warped sexual imstark naked. This is a strange mar- agery and waifish models,
keting ploy. The picture contains Abercrombie clothes sells like hot
neither clothes nor any pertinence cakes. Try walking into any food
court in America and not seeing the
Abercrombie logo plastered on at
least one 13 year-old girl wearing a
Tr a
into any garish sweatshirt. It just cannot be
food court in America done.
Abercrombie goods have beand not seeing the
come as indispensable to the preteen set as pagers and Leonardo
Abercrombie logo
DiCaprio watches. Abercrombie
p lastered on at least and Fitch has become the Esprit of a
whole new generation.
one 1 3-year-old g
When asked to comment on
we r
the strange sexual nature of his
s
c a t a l o g u e , an A b e r c r o m b i e
sweatshirt
spokesman declined to comment,
saying onl y that there have been
just as many favorable reactions
to realit y. The sole purpose of this to the "racy " elements of the catapicture seems to be to demonstrate logue as there have been negative,
that Abercrombie models are ca- Whether or not Abercrombie and
pable of riding wild animals in the Fitch clothes remain popular into
buff , a feat that has long been per- the foreseeable future, their day in
formed by southern fra t guys and, the sun w i ll rema i n an an om a l y of
by Australasian Aborigines.
popular fashion. It is hard to imagOver t he l ast several year s the ine another company that could so
ca talogue , which was once a bas- successfully combin e frontal nud i ty,
t ion of New England Protestan tis m , bestiality and an uncanny knowlhas started to look susp iciousl y like ed ge of t he adolescent fa shion
world.Q
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The Apocalypse is now
Assuming that the world is going to
end next year changes my plans quite a
Opini ons Edit or
bit. First off, I went to Career Services and
told them they had one less student to
Last Thursday night I was reading in worry about. They congratulated me and
Bixler when I realized that the world is asked where I got hired. I told them I
going to end. Of course, I've always real- didn't get hired anywhere but the world
ized that it's going to end sometime, but is going to end so I don't feel like working
now I think it's going to end soon.
exactly. They tried to get me to sign up for
I came to this conclusion right after some sort of counseling program, but I
the earthquake. Well, not right after the told them that if I don't want to work then
earthquake, because right after the earth- I probably don't want to waste time on
quake I was wondering how many people counseling now, do I?
were having sex when the earth moved,
And I stopped changing my underand how funny that must have been for wear. The world is going to end, so I don't
them. I'd be bragging about that for the want to waste precious moments doing
rest of my life. But aflaundry either. If the
ter I got done ponderworld ends because of a
ing that pro found
nuclear war, I'm certain
I've
sto
pped
workin
g
thought, I began to
that by that time my undiscern a sinister patderwear will protect me
out and I subsist on
tern of events. Gazing
from the blast.
s
and
Miller
Spank
y'
out the library winI also went out and
dow , I could see
bought a bunch of stuff
Lite . Basicall y I've
Grossman, a dorm
on credit. Wow, am I goreverted
to
myself
that earlier had been
ing to have a huge bill! I
on fire. Also there was
circa freshman year. plan to keep paying the
the driving blizzard
minimum balance for
i awhile and then declare
beating against the
window. And then
bankruntcv. That's eroine
there was the earthquake, which felt and to screw my credit rating, but what the
sounded like some huge fiendish piece of hell, world's gonna end anyway.
machinery coming to life beneath my feet.
As far as my classes go, I'm just barel y
A fire, a storm and an earthquake, all on sliding by with D minuses.
one day. Perhaps the crazy guy from AlaI've stopped working out and I subsist
bama who writes letters to the Echo say- on Spanky 's and Miller Lite. Basicall y,
ing that the world is going to end isn't so I've reverted to myself circa freshman
crazy after all.
year. I've realized the I'm too uptight
I've always been skeptical of the end- these days and I need to "loosen up," and
of-the-world theories that people put living like the world is going to end next
forth . But now I'm a believer, baby. year has helped me out tremendously.
Nostradamus predicted that the world
So go have some fun, but not too much
will end around the year 3900, but I'm fun. Because it would be a shame to spend
going to join the other faction that be- your last year developing a close, perlieves it's going to end on the year 2000, sonal relationship with a large hairy man
because this is much more convenient named Zeke in the Thomaston Correctional Facility.Q
from my point of view.

BY EZRA DYER

Forget winte r, it's spring break ti me
ennui he brin gs. But this is not to say that
the end of winter and the dawn of sumStaff Writ er
mer around the corne r are not both inherently good thin gs, thin gs to cheris h and
Two weeks ago I claimed that , after weep tears of sinful hurrah about. SumValentine 's Day, there is still some- mer is, and will always be, my r eason for
thing to be cheerful about despite the living.
But before summer , there is Spring
psyche-da mag ing sloppy grey-itude
Break
'99, and this is something to be
that is late winter. I wrote about the
joys of watching oth ers slip and hurt truly giddy about. When I start thinkthemselves on the ice that coats the ing about it, it makes me want to take
campus. Because of ice and its slip- some st eroids , whistle and whoop at
pery prope rties , I posited , "there is a th e neares t fem a le, do a tequila shot
problem with viewing late Februar y a n d y ell , "SPRING BREAK '99
as a depressing anti-climax. "
RULES!!!" Because for me, there is onl y
What a bunch of crap. What the heck is one op tion for Spring Break '99:
cool about sitting around in the cold and Cancun. But before I go through the
watching people fall on their butts? Aside many r easons wh y, I should ask if
from the fact that whoever thinks this is anybod y ca n t hink of a good reason
not to go to Cancun
cool is a total idiot ,
for spring break.
"laug hing at someone
When Istart thinking about
AnyAny bod y?
else's misfortune /' as
it,
it
makes
me
want
to
take
body ? N o, I didn 't
I put it, is completely
think so. I think we
sadistic. Ifs sick reall y.
some steroids , whistle and
And because I recomall know that there 's
whoop at the nearest
nothing better than
mended that you all go
female, do a tequila shot
out and laugh at each
p lacing our sun-deand yell, "SPRING BREAK
priv ed bod ies i n su n
other 's unfortunate ac'99 RULES!!! "
radiation 's way evcidents , I have sentenced myself to a life
ery day for a week,
getting naked with
of hard labor cleaning
bathrooms on the trans-Siberian railroad.
multiple strangers nightl y and doing
There is nothing funny or cool about ice. tequila body shots with ex-Tijiuanaprostitute bar tenders 'till the break o'
I hate ice. And I hate myself.
My searching for a reason to enjoy dawn. The best part of Cancun is that
late winter is a symptom of a cush y it' s also a cultural experience. Like ,
famil y-of-four Utop ia of a childhood last year I ended up making out with
that fostered the kind of unhealth y this 40-year-old married woman from
idealism typ ical of Democrats and Alaska to the tune of "Voulez Vous
bab y-boomers. I have since become a Couchez Avec Moi. "
So forget winter. Take a bite of Lotus
Republican. But more importantl y, I
have become a staunch realist and an Flower and join me and all my greasy,
avid crack smoker. In the sarcastic tanned friends-to-be in the idle Utop ia of
words of a fellow manic-depressive , Cancun. Erase the "Carpe Diem" from
your Geo notebook and write real big,
"I am too much i'the sun. "
So I've accep ted my situation of being "SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN '99
caught in the scaly arms of the Winter RULZ1" You grab the body, I'll grab the
Dragon , and I've accepted the endless shots.Q

BY BRAXTON WILLIAMS
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"Dancing o Hugh no/ci "

J¦ Mery l Streep, Michael Gamban , Catherine
McCormack
¦
Directed by Pat O'Conner
¦ Crans: Braxton, are you Irish?
¦ Braxton: No, Scottish.

;

C: So... do you hate Irish people?
B
¦ B: No, just onesthat make bad movies.
¦
. , C: I don't know if I'd say bad, though I definitely thought
a "Dancing at Lughnasa"was a boring story,full of stock charac¦
ters and a plot with less action,no, correct that, direction than
¦
PamelaAndereon Lee's honeymoon.The film was a complete
B derivativeof everyother "innocentboy tumbling in the fields"
¦
flic± and had nothing newto say.
¦"
B: No kidding, Crans, watching these local-color-scenicBritish-isle-Sundance-film-f
estival-nomirieemoviesmakesme
B
¦
want to rent Lethal Weapon 4 and take steroids during it.
"
C: Good call. I thought the main problem was the
B employment of a predictable plot structure, which is fine
¦
as long as the characters are exciting, dynamic and capti" vating. What we have are five stock female characters: the
¦
pretty one, the saucy one, the stuck-up one, the humble
¦
one and the "simple mind." While the acting was insight" ful, the only one who is able to transcend the boundaries
¦
of cliche is the humble sister Agnes, well played by Brid
¦
Brennan, whose defiance awards her with a lonely death
_. in swinging London.
¦ B:True! One of my major issues with this flick is that if
¦
the characters were dynamic or interesting,I would have
B been slightly invested, and therefore would have actually
¦
cared whemerornbtmeymetfirey.deathsattheend ofthe
¦
i
movie. But I
¦
_t
d :^^^^^j ^^^ couldn't dVVhave
B
¦
w^
w
cared less about

Meryl Steep (Katie) peers out her window in this Irish Drama

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics B
¦
•
. ¦ ¦ " •. ¦

C: Who's the screenwriter?
¦
had the courage to listen. If you're interested in attractive
¦
BrBriaanFiieLwidd
yconsidere^one
cinematography set in the heart of Ireland and ieel like dozing
¦
, . ;• • ¦
off as Gaelic strings are plucked over the wifeless, then go atworktoday.ButFridmadememistakeofmakmgmemoyie
anhKhmovieinstead ofamoyiecpn^
drop your loot a.t Railroad Square and see D at Lu.B
¦
¦;,
ofsc)dalconstoc^on,aconce^aU
ie\^eisco
.
y
B: Well said, Crans. And another thing: was it me dr did
¦
,moughonly ;..,
not one single character in "Dancing at Lughnasa" actually : i G:Imustsaythatldididentify wi^femovie
y
- y
because at the time I was wearing a silly hat, much like the-, t ; B
dance at Lughnasa?'
¦ ; There just aren 't
C: No, aU fok dancmg^as regulate^
„ doddering old geezer, whotehitchhiked the Irish countryside & ¦
what happened to
B: Seriously. If the movie was about Pagan abandon " J0o1<m|ror!lMkf * * * ** *.? * * * * * * * *"? . * *~
¦ enough explosions in them
¦ j Ki
B: Wait a minute, that neverhappened.
¦
j
G: Yeah,
there and free will versus Catholic repression and depressing
,
¦ films ii.
¦
these days.
C:
You^re
ri
ht.
Butit
would
have
improved
the
film*
g
f :*
just aren t enmgh regularity, the title \W6\fld have been apt. Indeed, the'
's
2"
B:
Definitely.
when
"The
Faculty
coming
out?
"
Say,
aWLMMLM
wapaWJWJ
Pagan
festival
was
given
about
five
minutes
in
the
movie.
f( k 0k explosions in film
B
¦
C: Shut up. I hate you. Crans punchesBraxton.
¦
these days. The one The "long-lost African missionary brother/' as you so
f j
¦
¦
-..;¦¦¦
,
.
.
.
B:
Sorry.
Braxton
cries.
interesting charac- well-described him, coul d h ave been a pivotal, influen¦
B ter in the movie, the long-lost African missionary brother, tial character. Instead, he was riot paid attention to,
¦
Braxton Williams and Crans Baldwin aref ilm criticsfor the ¦
much like Fool of "King Lear," possessed the knowledge which proves that the rest of the characters in the movie
¦
¦
Echo. '
needed to redeem their pitiful lives if only these women are just as absent-minded as the screenwriter.
y ¦

CAMP CARIBOU

boys camp,Waterville,Maine
Hiring coaches/counselors: .^$7
BASEBALL,VOLLEY ^^Sfe
BALL,TENNIS, GOLF, E
i
^l''
ARTS/CRAFTS,
__W/a
CANOE,SAILING, ; .&P®K
>$NB»*
RIFLERY,ROPES
COURSE,ARCHERY, WATER
SKIING,SWIMMING, GUITAR/
SONG LEADER.6/18-8/14/99.
On campus contact: Keith Jonassen
at 877-4934 / email
kejonass@colby.edu or contact camp
director—Bill Lerman at 888-3052267 / campcaribu@aol,com
Check out our website ®
wyvw.campcaribou.com
1
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Acupuncture and HerbalTherapy
"A time tested medical
system that works'*

• Common Colds
• Bronchitis
• Headaches (Migraines)
• Irritable Bowel Syndrome etc.
Deep tissue massage:
• Chronic myscwlotendon pain and ; ;
• constriction frpm trauma or stress,
; Phillippe Ouimet, LAc.
» Wfltoville.Me 04901
l5ACollegeAve.
¦' '
"
;
207 872-0688 '

Painte r Anne Harris to delive r slide lect ure
Paint er Anne Harriswill give
a slide lecture on Tuesday,March

9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Given Auditorium of the Bixler Art and Music Center at Colby College in
Waterville. A reception will follow the talk, allowing guests to
meet and talk with the artist.
Harris gained recognition this
fall when the portrait of her infant son,Max,was a co-winner of
the j uror's prize in the Portland
Museum of Art's Maine Biennial
exhibition.
Harris is the recipient of numerous honors and awards including a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship in 1997 and a
National Endowment for the Art s
Fellowship in 1993. Inrecentyears
,

she has taught at Bowdoin College

,wdthe MaineCollegeof Ait Harris has participated in shows
across the country. She is currentlyrepresented by Nielsen Gallery in BostonandD.GMooreGalleiy in New York City.
Harris 's talk is sponsored by
the Colby College Art Department and supported by the Arts
Lecture Fund. The public is invited,and admission is free. For

additional information , please
call 872-3223.a
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Music from the Mot ion Picture

You've Got flloil

¦ •
JJ

The Miss Teen AH American
Pageant is currently seekuig young
" women, age 13to 19;to compete for
the chance to be the Maine Repre\ sentative to the pageant.
The pageant will be held Aug. 5
¦ -8 at the MiamiAirport Hilton and
¦ Marina in Miami, Florida. Contestants will be judged in evening
gown, swimsuit, and one-on-one
a personal interview. There is no tal¦
ent competition and no experience
¦

^jfl hk

¦
,

Various Artists
Warner Sunset/Atlantic
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The fun part of "You've Got produced the album) meant it
¦
Mail," Nora Ephron's second as a pick-me-up in our depress¦
romantic comedy starring Tom ing,post-modern, loveless soB Hanks and Meg Ryan, was ciety, the endless good mood m
¦
watching those two talented of Harry Nilsson, Bobby Darin ¦
¦
comedic actors at their most and Carole King made this re- ¦
¦
endearing, doing their viewer vearn to eive Trent .
¦
darndest to
Reznor a ¦
¦
charm kudibig bear '¦
hug.
B ences out of
a
¦
¦
their seats
A
few
of
¦
(and put of
This collection
the choices "
the
I
feeling;
are bear- B
a
is happy with a
¦
¦
that most
able, in- ¦
capital
H
.
eluding
JJ had ^een
something
Nilsson 's a
a
¦
like this a
"S o m e - ¦
" few years
where Over JJ
ago).
the
Rainbow,
Sinead ¦
a
¦The most exciting part of O'Connor's "I Guess the Lord ¦
J the soundtrack to "You've Got Must Be in New York City"
a Mail" was using the CD to cut and the always welcomfe a
¦
the nuggets of crack cocaine "Signed Sealed Delivered I'm ¦
*
J that this collection of. songs - Yours," by Stevie Wonder.
But Nilsson's *The Puppy ¦
a drove me to smoke. Not that
¦
the songs aren't fun to listen Song" should be buried some- ¦
m to, even though many aren't, where in Siberia with Barney "
¦
but the whole thing is so damn the Purple Dinosaur, and for ¦
¦
cheerful that it will make the God's sake, if I hear The Cran- ¦
m average Joe or Josephine want berries'^'Dreams" on another u
¦
to listen to it in their car. . . in soundtrack, I might just go ¦
¦
¦
the garage. .. with the engine postal.
m running. This collection is "*
m
¦
happy with a capital H, and
Oliver Grisviold is the Echo's ¦.
'
¦
¦
though I'm sure Ephron (who A&E editor and music critic.
a
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Pianist Cheryl Tschanz in Conce rt
,' ' Pianist Cher yl Tschanz will perform works by Ludwig Van
Beethoven , Fra meLiszt and three other composers at 7:30 p.m. on
March 6. Ihe concert , part of the Music at Colby Conceit Series,
willbe in ^iven Auditorium. Admission is free.
Tschanz will open the evening with a minuet and a sonata by
Beethoven ,She willperform Preludes No. 1and6by Ruth Crawford
Seeger and Franz Liszt' s M ephisto Waltz, No.l. Following intermission she will play Mateo Alb eniz's Sonata in D Major and Isaac
Albeniz's Iberia, Book 1.
Tschanz,who made her major orchestral debut withihe Cleveland Symphony Orches tra at the ageof 11,has performed throughout the United States, Canada , France,Italy and Finland. She also
, has perfj>|i|ied in New York 's Lincoln Center and Carnegie Recital
Hdl. Shell an adjunct assistant professor ot music who teaches
¦ < > - . « . . . ' <• , . <
. < ;< , r . y
. j ^o.at Cplb y,, , , , '
x: ,
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Re-Books

Used books.Hardcover &
Paperback Bought & Sold.
65 E. Concourse • 877-2484

.

Feminist Fortnight Events (see posters around campus for details)
Anne Harris (see release)
Cheiyl Tschanz (see release)
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Performing Arts at Colby
Strider Theater
March 11-13, 8 p.m.

Black Crowes
Wadsworth Gymnasium
Tickets: $22.50 available at SGA Office
LIMITED SUPPLY!!
March 12,7 p.m.
Colby Symphony Orchestra
Lorimer Chapel
March 13, 8 p.m.

THERE

.
LevisSno-CoreTour,
FeatunngEverclear Soul Coughing,
Redmaiv D.J.Spoo^,
CentralMaine Civic Center,Lewiston
^
7j30 m., March 9
$26.50;
^
M! _
Call 783-2009 or 775-3331 for info.

Maine Writers and Publishers Allip<)
Workshop ^
^
with awa/d-winning poet Robert
chute
Bookland, Promenade Mall in
Lewiston
7.8:30 p.mv March 10, 17 ^ 24
Call MWPA to register at 729-6333
~

Pa^'s~ Barb^ Shot

( J \ Tues.-Fri.
• Make -up Artists •Essential Oil
"V
*$ 7:30 a.m.-5 p ju.
Blending Bar
• Electrolysis
• Waxing
•Steam Room
^KVmJN 7:30 a.m.-12 noon
• Tanning
>IJ ^V%r\T
'.o/0 '
YES Closed Sun. & Mon.
^SO- UJl w
,^
'^¥i^_ ^_mP ' _FF 'n1J_i '^v^
Corner of Front & Temple ^^ee^w^^P^^^^K:' 47 Main St. Waterville , Me.
Where Looking Grea *ae^//?5l4Si^J ^^^ Sa ^^ M ? 873-1010

• Massage
• Nail Tech
• Pedicures
• Facials
• Body Wraps
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PaulaTrickey,Sandra Fergusonand
many more. YOU COULD BE
NEXT!
To qualif y as a delegate-atlarge, women age 13 to 19 as of
Aug. 1must send a recent photo
along with their name, address,
telephone number, date of birth
and a short biography by fax or
mail to: Dept. A Miss Teen All
American, 603 Schrader Ave.,
Wheeling, WV 260039619.

HERE

n
u t Appleton
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Bob-In:
Street,
Waterville
Tuesdays: bikini contest,
Wednesdays: "Request Night"
Thursdays:"Ladies Night"

Reasonable Rates B
SeniorRates
B

Local & Long Distance
Tlmd ot Waiting - 'Call Us '

is necessary.
Prizes for the winner include
$5000 cash, a personal appearance
contract, jewelry , luggage, travel
opportunities,a fur coat, a $500shoe
wardrobe, fitness programs and
more. All contestants will be interviewed by representatives from the
TV/Film Industry and Modeling
AgencyPersonnel. Past contestants
include Halle Berry, Tonja Walker,
Debbie James, Shanna Moakler,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Garden Island Laundrom at & DfyCteanere
Elm Plaza , Waterville 861-8378 10% Dry
Cleaning & $.50/Lb. Wash, Dry & Fold wit h
Colby Student ID Open 7AM to 9PM daily
Mon. & Fri. Open Till Midnight
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT - Worke rs
earn up to $2.000+7month (w/tips & benefits) . World Travel! Land-Tour jobs up to
$5,000-$7,000/summe r. Ask lis how l 517336-4235 Ext.C5069 1

FREE RADIO + $12501 Fundraiser open
to student groups & organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box . 1-800-932-0528 x
65. www.ocmconcepts.com

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES Daytona ,
Panama City, South Padre , Miami ,

Cancun , Jamaica , Bahamas, etc. All the
GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE! Mexico ,
popular hot spots . Best hotels , prices ,
the Caribbean or Centra l America $199
parties. Browse wvyw.i cpt.co m for info.
round trip. Europe $169 one way. Other
Reps, Groups earn cash , free trips. Call
worldwide destinations cheap; Book tickets
Inter-Ca mpus Prog rams 800-327-6013
on line www.airtech.co mor (212) 219-7000
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McClos key shatters six record s
as 10 fall f or swimmers

Condo n goes up for two
points against Tufts

PffilWIV ^MNMNM

Echo file p hoto

Colby swimmers take off in the backstroke.

BY BEC K Y P OLL ARD
Sports Editor

Last weekend's New England Men's Swimming
Championship Meet was more than successful for
-^^mmf^^^m^m^^n^m^^wmm^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
f ^^^^^'^^^^m-m^^^^^m^^^^^^^mithe Mules; it was record-breaking;
^
Jeff McCloskey '00 broke six Colby records on
~
f
M
f
r
o
m
Mm
Condon
ondtl
more
~ withJ24 p o i n t *
his own to contribute to the total 10 that Mules
$&frj m den McGona gle 0
' 0 , the hadyMules basketball
swimmers shattered in the Williams College pool.
yiearnended their regular season in impressive
McCloskey set records in the 50,100 and 200-yard
f ashion.
Colby Handed an 86 69 loss io the Tuf ts
backstroke, the 100 and 200 IM and the 100-yard
Mmbos on Feb. 27 to end theirinjury-plagued
freestyle. His strong, timely performances qualiat
*
>
*0Q was also key * ' fied him for the B-cut to nationals next weekend at
^ season ttf ^Mr ^ ^ ^Mif m ^ory
'
KaiyLawson '02
in the winf netting13p
the University of Minnesota. His B-ctit status means
contributed eight pointSyg rabbedseven n
McCloskey will learn today whether or not he can
t
:
:.
and dished out six assists. ,
compete at the meet.
" •• - •• " >¦ •* '¥ ¦ >* " . - :Xy- • -. '• . • " ;' ' • . .* ' : > • .' "
Also breaking Colby records were co-captain
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Your Friendly NeighborhoodUundrom<tt
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/^^S^ta gi (Birtf iday Caf &s
Spitid
i
CcmTacf^ges
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\ iS ^ ^^^ J Occasions
3

Andy Brown yy in the lUU-yara treestyle, yuinn
Keating '01 in the 100 and 200-yard breaststfoke
and diver Steve Feldman '01 in the three-meter
event.
Head coach of both the men's and women's
swim teams Sura DuBow said that breaking so
many records in one year is rare, let alone 10in one
meet.
"It's really unusual," she said. "Normally teams
break one record a year."
The New England "Championships signaled the
final meet of the season for the team. Still, strong
performances rr^m the youth-laden team mean good
things for the future of the program.McCloskeywill
return next year to anchor the experienced crew.
"He can do anything pretty much," DuBow
said. "He's more of a sprinter, but he can do anything for us-and he's still got a year left."Q
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MASTER VISA AMEX DISCOVER
\l03 MainSt. <Hf aTviUt f Maini.207872 87li
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Highlander
Laund ry ,
& Prycleanin g

672-2242• 31 TempleSt. • Waterville

^/

Self Service & Full Service Wash, Dry &. Fold

Largest Laundromat in Town
Lowest PfteM II^ms, r y ^ *^&
. . O p *M7Day» K2 S^^p»~^
8:00 m - 8:00 p«l

v

Pamper yourself with a whole or 1/2 day of

total relaxation & beauty,lunch included.
Enjoy the steam room,European facial ,
¦
' a
**>•""*% l IS~*\ massage,pedicure,herbal wrap & body

A rOLLO*"*

^—- — ts mt00 - call us to schedule your
t#kHW« 4% g_ \_*_mg_lf _ f y
,<;J_dJi ^ ^_J
_M^<sZ%t*&» DaV of Indulgence !
l
CS/Z-O Afj T Ha
^ pPI
70 Elm St., WaHBH
10% Off for Colby Students
Wt> iTODSMT DISCOUNT tt ourtt M~9-5,T~8-8, W-8-8. T ~ 8-8,F ~8- 8,S-8-5.S- 12-5;
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•Quality Vision Care

• THE TREAnTMENT AND MANAGEMENT
of Ocular Disease
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•Contact Lenses

1lto_l_\_____
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" Fashion Eyewear

POULIN & ASSOCIATE ?®^RE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville , ME 04901
(207) 873-3500

*

William I. Henderson , O.D.
Charlene Keatin g, O.D.
Philip R, Poulin ,O.D.

Present Colby ID for 10%
Comple mentar
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Sp orts Shorts

The Colby's women's hockey
team battled in two of their closest
games of the season last weekend
but came up short in each case. On
Feb. 26> the women fell to Yale University by a score of 4-1. Down by
two goals,the Mules cameoutinthe
second period with a goal from Amy
Bonnefond '01. The assists came
from Carrie Swiderski '02 and cocaptain Juliana Bontecpu '99. The
goal was the Mules' first since Jan.
10. On Feb. 27, the victor was the
Princeton Tigers. Colby goalie Josie
Chapman '01made 60 saves in the
5-0 defeat.
? ?Q
With24pointsfromKimCondon
'01and 17morefrom JenMcGonagle

QQQ

The women's indoor track team
came up against some tough competition in the New England Division ill Championships at Smith on
Saturday. With many White Mules
recording personal bests, Colby

SWIMMING , contf d f r omp M elS

:' - . "They {young swimmers}didn't know the power they had at
first/' feraco said. '%fhey didn't realize their impact untilafter they
"
"ffoished &its weekend."
;' ,
-,
, Stilt the team benefited highly from the swimming of its
seniox members'. Tri-captain Kristin North '99 placed
19th in the 1650-meter freestyle and 30th in the 500-meter
f re es t y le. Tri-captain Kate/Lowe '99 earned 35th in the
1650-meter free, 48th in the 200-meter fr eestyle race and
51st in the 500-meter freestyle, llaura , Feraco '99, the
third tri-captain, swam three races for Colby, finishing
10th in the 200-meter backstroke, 23rd iix the 100-meter,
backstroke and 25th in the 200-meter IM. Finally, senior
Emily Dowd '99 managed to qualif y for three races during the weekend* Dowd placed 24th in both the 100-nieter
breaststroke and 50-meter breaststroke, and placed 37th
in the 200-meter breaststroke.
;
Colby also qualified for four of the relay events. The White
Mules won a 10th place finish in the 400-met^r free relay, a
" 12th place finish in the 8Q0~meter free relay, 10th in the 200meter medley and eighth place in the finals of the 400-meter
*
medley.
'
The Women's ieaob although they WillTcVsefsl^bngntem^?
;
<
&ers'%ei6r^
taleritjj&at is already
scoring big.points for the White MulesQU .
¦
- .

. ' - ' Bchophpto byJ enny O'Donnell

ll«vi«l Hi***OI
At the MiddleburyCollege Snow Ball for tlieEastern Cham-

pionships held Feb. 26-27, Colby alpine skiier David Kiss '01
, qualified for the ur^rnihgNationalCollegiateAthleticAssoda- tion Championships to be held this weekend at Sunday River in
Bethel, Maine. The sophomore's two best places in the slalom
(12th,15th) and the giant slalom (11th, 17th) earned the seventeenth spot for qualification. He is th£ first male Colby alpine
¦ sMierfo qualify fo^tenate sincet^
. ,
,

rH IMiii#-^ ^t~\
.

JcMtticn Kliiqlil *»»

fl R ?( J

The first-year swirmittfwitohad qualified for three events in the
29-team New England SummingChampionships helped garner
the Lady Mules a nint^^^iriish.Knight placed 10th in both the
100-meter freestyle
'erit8'but really came aliye,.in the
individualj ^mete^^^^^^^^swam to a second,j ^e^finish.

a^^^^^^^
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placed 14th out of more than 22
teams/ The peritathalqn event
brought the highest scores,with
Faith Anderson '00; Katie
MacDbnald '02> and Kate Isley '01
takingfifth,sixth and seventhplace.
Reqording their third fastest time
this season, the 4x200 meter relay
team of JacquelineJohnson '01,Ann
Birenbaum '00, and co-captains
Kathryn LaRochelle '00 and
JeannineBergquist '00 placed sixth.
Although they did not score, the
4x800 relay team of Margaret
McCusker '02, Ellen Cantillon '02,
Laura Wilcox '01,aridlsley knocked
15 seconds of f their personal best.
Colby competes in theECACChampionshipson March 6.

'00,theLady Mulesbasketballteam
ended their regular season in impressive fashion. Colby handed an
86-69 loss to thw Tufts Jumbos on
Feb. 27 to end theirinjury-plagued
seasonatl3-ll.ErinCole-ICaragory
'00 was also keyin thewin, netting
13 points, while Katy Lawson '02
contributed eight points, grabbed
seven rebounds and dished out 6
assists.
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<&C 7 Ace Tire Co.

4 Drummond Ave., Waterville

LUBE , OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL

• Up to 5QTS Havolirie oil lOW30 or 5W30
• Check and top off fluid levels
(j ? i /£ Q 4T
~r
* 7 ^ *^
• Adjust¦ ¦ air pressure in tires
^ Please
call for an
Free
Suspension
and exhaust checkover
appointment
•
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MECHANICAL REPAIR S
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If you didn't ficm up lor
Appr /ncwl
Yc«'Dd((v«k)p
ROTC at a freshman or
the leaderahip ikiUi and
Bophomow, you can catch > felf-confidence you n*«d
up this sumrnar by attendto succeed in collegeand
ing Army ROTC Camp
bevewiA^youmayquaWy
Challenge , a paid fivefor advancedofficer trainy, " . . ¦ :y 7 weekaummercouriein <t/m * ingwhen you return to
next fall.
leadeiahip.
^J S oampua

: ARMTR0TC

FORALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY(I.D. PRESENT) !

• Ace Tire is family owned and has been doing business in Waterville
for over 40 years
•yf t einploy^ "A.SB/' certff^ technicians 873-5> 166
• Maine 's large st indenden t tire dealer
q£_ c\ A rsrs \_ wi\i
Our tire prices are among the lowestl l^ -oOU*422 - 1:903. ;
• Free courtesy van will take you back to campus and pick you up.
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Men 's squash ends s eason with
good showin g at Harvard
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Men's basketball vs. Tufts University 77-65

Men's hockey vs. (fonitecticut College 5-0
'

Women's hockey vjs. Yale University 1-4
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Chris Ucko '99 lunges for the ball.
end at the University of Pennsyl- well,"said Brussels. "Different invania.
dividuals stood out at different
Colby head coach Fred Brussels matches. .;. If was a very enjoyable
has mixed emotions on his team's • season with disappointing results,
results for the 1998-9? season. .
-ay hard;^season , Jbut -a good
¦
"On the whole, theteam played season."Q
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Colby will play second-seeded Williams tomorrow night in the
ECAC semifinals.
"If we play like we did on Saturday night we are very tough team
; ;. ;
. - ¦ , ,.
to beat," Koh said.
The Mules lost 5-4 in an overtime contest against the Ephs on Jan.
30. But the Mules also lost to Connecticut College before shellacking
themon Feb. 27. A win versus Williamswould match Colby up against
the winner of the Norwich-Trinity gameO

Men's • Women's ' Kids '
Runn ing • Cross Trainin g •
Basketb all • Tennis • Hikin g • Qasual
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Women's basketball vs. Tufte University 86-69
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' Women's indoor track
' Mar. 6 ECAC Championships
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Men's indoor track
Mar. 6 ECAC Championships
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Women's hockey
' ' Mar. 6 @ St. Lawrence
. Mar. 7 @ Cornell
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• Mar. 5-7. NISRA individual nationals <§>UPeitn - ,. -

BY HEATHER DAUR
,/ ; / ' ;. ;. ;S ^
Colby'smen's squash teamtfaveled to Harvard University,Feb. 2627, to compete in the NISRA team
nationals.
The Mules were victorious in
the first two rounds of competition
before falling to Cornell University
in the final round of the Division III
contest. Colby> which .was rainked
17th in a pool of 36 teams, held the
top seed in the third division. Each
division is composed of eight teams.
The White Mules decisively
defeated Vassar College' in the
first round by a score of 7-2. Later
in the weekend , Colb y, again
proved successful when they
defeated Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 7-2, in the semifinal round of competition. Still,
the momentum wasn't enough
when Colby faced Cornell in the
finaL round. Despite a 6-3 loss,
the Mules exhibited solid play
throughout the weekend.
Colby's three wins in the final
round camefromPreston Amos'01,
who captured a victory 5-0, sophomore James Pook, who won 3-2,
and Mike Natenshon '01, who was
victoripus 4-0. The impressive play
consistently shown by Amos has
earned him a -trip/to* the NISRA ;
individual nationals -this week- :
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Mules maul the Camels in ECAC
post -season quarte rfinals 5-0
BY MATT SMITH

Contributing Writer
The Norwich University ice rink
was kind to the Colby men'shockey
team two years ago, when they beat
Bowdoin in the championship game
to give the Colby program its first
Eastern College Athletic Conference
title in 30 years. Colby hopes the
same Northfield, Vt. rink will treat
them equally nice this weekend
when they play in the final four of
tlie ECAC playoffs.
It took a commandeering effort
on Feb. 27 to get to this point. The
third-seeded Mules opened up the
postseason by dominating their first
round opponent, the Camels of Connecticut College, at Alfond Arena.
The Mules came out strong as
they peppered 21 shots on goal in
the first period. Ken Kearns '01
scored the only goal of the first period when he took Chris Tashjian 's
'01 pass and knocked it past Connecticut goalie Justin Brackett at
16:48.
The second period was much
more balanced, until captain Rob
Koh '99 blasted a shot from the
point for the Mules second goal at
16:51. Ross McEwen '99 started the
third period rally when he scored
just over a minute into the final
period. But the Mules were unrelenting.
With the score 3-0, Colby continued to pour it on as Fred Perowne
'01 scored at 9:42,much to the liking
of his fan contingent in the bleach-
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Colb y hoo ps it up with
77-65 win ove r Jumbos

Victo ry propels Mules into the playoffs
of the game. Tufts led 37-34 at
the break.
Sports Editor
The Jumbos could not keep
their paws to themselves in the
The Colby men's basketball second half , as Colby pulled
game marked its third straight away by making 21 of 24 free
road win on Feb. 27, but this last throw attempts.
one was the most timely. BeatKen Allen '00 paced Colby
ing the Tufts University Jumbos with 14points,while tri-captain
77-65 earned Colby a berth in James Spidle '99 scored 13 for
the Eastern College Athletic the Mules. Sam Clark '01, who
Conference post-season tourna- knocked in two key points durment after missing it last year. ing Colby's early second half
Colby is the third seed and run, finished the game with 13
played sixth-seeded Salem State points.
yesterday in Wadsworth GymAccording to tri-captain
nasium. The Salem State Vi- Nahum Meisner '99, the playkings came to Waterville with a ers' mental preparedness con17-7 record.
tributed to their recent surge.
But the Mules would not
"It seems like everyone has
have been there without their their heads on straig ht," said
end-of-the-season run. The team Meisner. "And when that hapwon four pf their last five games, pens, we play really well... The
including an upset win over the way we can play hasalways been
Ham ilton Continentals to put there. If s just that peop le have
their regular season record at 15- r ealized wha t they can and can 't
- '
¦;
9. The loss came in overtime at do." ""
.
the hands of the Trinity BanThe semifinals of the
tams. Over their final 13 games, ECAC tournament will take
Colby recorded nine wins.
p la ce this Friday at t he seed
I t has been the t eam 's bal- of the higher team. The winanced scoring efforts that have ner of yesterday 's Colby-Safueled their consistency. The lem State match-up will p lay
Feb. 27contest in Medford ,Mass. either number seven Colb y
was no different.
Sawyer or number two WillThings did not look promis- iams. Pl ymouth Sta t e is t he
ing for Colby in the firs t half as t op seed , while Keene St at e is
the J umbos netted six three- four t h , A mhers t is fif t h and
po int ers in the firs t 20 minu t es Whea t on is eighth. Q

BY BECKY POLLARD

Echo photo by J enny O Donnell

Ross McEwe n '99 takes on Connecticut College goalie

Ju stin Brackett and wins the battle by scoring.
a team we definitely played one of
ers. Tashjian finally capped off
our best games of the year."
the scoring at 13:34 in the third to
The key for the Mules was bringput the final score at 5-0. Jason
ing both sides of play together for a
Cherella '99 made 16saves in his
cohesive team performance.
shutout effort.
"We shut down their offense.
For the seniors, it was a
Yet our offense was still able to put
chance to leave the home ice of
the puck in the net," said Koh.
Alfond Arena with a win.
Last year, the Mules failed to
"It was definitely redemption
advance to the semifinals after losafter not winning our game
against Amherst," said Koh. "As
See HOCKEY, cont 'd on page!5

Women 's swimmers lap up the com petition at New Englands

tuture tor trie program. Outstanding in
the racing lanes was Jessica Knight '02.
Staff Writer
Knig ht qualified for three events and
placed within the top ten in the finals of
On the weekend of Feb. 19-21, the Colb y all of them. In both the 100-meter freesty le
women 's swim team dove into the and the 100-meter butterfl y sh e p laced
Bowdoin pool to compete in the New En- 10th in the finals. She also pulled off secgland Championships. With 15 White ond place in the 100-meter individual
medley.
Mules qualified for
Other first-years
events in this comwho raced well inpetition , the team
c l u d e d Blake H a m i l l
managed a respect'02 who earned fourth
able ninth place finWe swam out of
ish out of 39 teams.
p lace in the 200-meter
our
minds
.
.
.
We
IM , ninth in the 100"We swam out of
knew we had a
meter IM and 17th in
our m i n d s," said trithe 400-meter IM.
cap t a i n L a ur a Feraco
lot of depth.
Al ys s a Severn
'02
'99. "W e knew we ha d
-Laura Feraco '99
a lot of depth."
p laced 18th in the 50meter backstroke and
Williams won the
23rd in the 100-meter
meet with a point
backstroke.
total of 1419, w i th
m°J ' lc P lwtc
Amy M i lle tt '01 made an impres- A Lady Mule swimmer races to the f inish.
Amherst and Middlebury follow ing behind with 1195 and 1149 points respec- s i ve show w i th a 1 4t h p lace finish in Michelle Cook earned 25th in the 200- up po ints for her eighth p lace f i n ish i n the
the 50-meter butterfl y, a 2 4th p lace fin- meter freesty le.
tivel y,
200-meter IM, 13th in the 400-metet'IM
Junior Mary Snyder '00 qualified for and 20th in 200-meter breaststroke.
Colb y 's young and talented squad ish in the 100-bulterfl y an d 37th i n the
200-meter
butterfl
y
,
Fellow sop homore t hree r a ce s for t he Wh it e Mul es, picking See SWIMING, cont 'd to page 14
paced the Lad y Mules , boding a strong

BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
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' Men 's swim team destro ys 10 Colby records , page 13
out this week 's Devastator , page 14
' Check

